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GEOMANCY: A SYSTEM OF CONSTRUCTING A PREDICTIVE FIGURE ACCORDING TO THE RULES OF EARTH MAGIC.

- Paul Ng

A. OVERALL PROJECTION

This is the tenth year of the Lower “8” Cycle of the world. Based on I-Jing, while the period between 1984 and 2043 (totaling 60 years) is “Fire-Wind Urn”, the year 2013 is “Mountain-Thunder Rhythm”.

I-Jing Analysis

“Mountain-Thunder Rhythm” contains 2 “Yang’s” to surround 4 “Yin’s”. While the outside seems to be solid, the inside is empty. Hence it is a year of conservation, a year of rebuilding and a year of changes.

Life Chart Analysis

This year is composed of “water snake” year, “wooden tiger” month, “metal ox” day and “earth rat” hour. While its year and month are in conflict, its day and hour connect. The year would begin with many uncertainties but end up on a high tune. There is an over-abundance of wood and fire, which become negative elements for the year. Elements of “earth, metal and water” would serve the year better.

Flying-Star Analysis

The “5-yellow” star is the controlling force of this year. This sign is a very turbulent one. It would bring the world to extremities – good or bad. Its nature is “earth”. Countries in both south and north would do better than those in the east or west. China would control to lead the world’s economy. Western countries would continue to suffer from economic instabilities.

The following would outline an analysis of orientations, businesses, politics, economies, climates and health, totaling 6 important factors affecting all of us.
Locations and Orientations

Central (positive and negative swings)

The controlling force is the central “Earth-Mountain Humble” trigram. Earth above Mountain, with 3 Yin’s on top and 2 Yin’s at the bottom. Hence the central Yang gets to move around freely. This means the central country, i.e. China holds the controlling power of the world’s economy. However, with “5 Yellow” being the central control, there may be plenty of natural disasters, such as earthquakes and drought. Middle East countries would go through a period of extreme political turmoil. There would be a few major earthquakes, especially around Iran.

East (negative)

This is the “3-Blue” argument center. It is also the center for “Triple Conflict”. There would be controversies and arguments around Japan, such as land ownerships. There would also be earthquake and volcano activities in the west part of the Pacific Ocean.

South-East (positive)

This is the “4-Learning” center, indicating advances in academic activities. On the positive side, it means outstanding scholars to come out there. On the negative side, many controversies may involve thinking and directions of learning. Representing places are Hong Kong, Taiwan, Florida (USA) and South Ontario (Canada). There would also be plenty of hurricanes and rainfalls in such areas.

South (half-half)

This is governed by the “9-Violet” which stands for happy events. Unfortunately, there would also be lots of fires and may even be drought. Representing places are Australia, South America and Africa.

South-West (negative)

This is the “2-Black” illness center. This could be the source of many illnesses. Places such as Tibet and Xinjiang in China, Spain and Portugal may have such issues. However, their political and economic situation may have to start from the basics.

West (negative)

This is the “7-Receding” center. West countries would be stuck with controversial policies. There would be distrust among countries. New governments had to search for new and more innovative solutions to their economies.

North-West (positive)

This is the “6-White” travel center, with wealth signs. North-Western China would be showing positive results in their economic developments. Northern Europe would do
much better than Southern Europe. Canada’s Alberta continues to be prosperous. More real estate developments would take place in north-western Toronto (Canada).

North (positive)

This is the “1-White” romance center. Canada and other northern countries would do well economically. There would be surprise opportunities for wealth. Breakthroughs in technology and medical research would happen.

North-East (very positive)

This is the “8-White” wealth center. However, it is also governed by the I-Qing of “Mountain-Earth Corrosion”. Hence North-East places would experience big swings in economy and natural disasters. Japan would do well economically, but had to go through another round of natural disasters such as earthquakes. In Canada, for example, Quebec’s situation would once again become unstable. In USA, New York and Boston would see their economy greatly improve.

Analysis of Businesses

Business involving “earth, metal or water” would do well. Those involving “water or earth” had to work much harder. This is a year of instabilities, especially in both Middle East and Southern Europe.

Let us examine various businesses as follows.

Real Estate

There would be adjustments, but not bubbles. China would experience overall recovery, except both east and west parts of the country. After one year of some recovery, USA would go through another period of slowdown in real estate. Canada’s real estate market resumes its high note once again. In Toronto (Canada), Scarborough and Mississauga may slow down; but the rest of the city would be doing well. Vancouver (Canada) may experience further slides.

Energy

There would be a fair number of problems with energy, including leakage with nuclear power. Iran would continue to be a problem because of the nuclear issue. There would be many world issues related to oil and sources of energy. The good news is that there would be good energy deals between China and Canada.

Electronics

There would be many changes of leaderships at the top, resulting in big swings in the stock market. There would also be many mergers. Microsoft, Apple and Samsung
would all do well. Google would come out with some new breakthrough products. Hewlett Packard, RIM and many traditional cellular phone companies may run into more troubles. Tablet computers would cover more and more of the laptop computer functions.

Medical

This is a year of many new forms of illnesses. The medical world would be very busy. Good news is that breakthroughs may happen in many health areas. However, in Canada, governments would attempt to cut back many medical expenses.

Food

There may be food problems originated from the South-West and Central regions. However, food business would do well this year.

Metals

There would be big demands for industrial metal, such as copper and steel, especially in China. There would be breakthroughs in the development of new material for airplanes and automobiles.

Travel

This is a prosperous year for the travel industry, especially those involving water. Hence this would be a good year for the cruise boat industry.

Textile

The clothing sector is still in a low cycle. More and more famous brands would be made in third-world countries. Advanced countries may end up to be importers for their own products.

Banking and Financial

The stock market would continue to swing violently. There would be money to be made through mergers. More investment scandals may surface. The Euro would continue to hang on. Southern European countries may go through a period of stability. Hidden dangers would not go away as yet.

Favorable Business (Earth, Metal, Water)

- Automobiles
- Financial
- Water-oriented businesses
- Fishing
- Travel
- Airplanes
- Hi-tech securities
- Household securities
- Mining
- Real Estate
- New building materials
- House renovations
- Food business, especially those targeting weddings
- Imports & Exports

**Unfavorable Businesses (Wood, Fire)**

- Clothing
- Education
- Show business
- Those driven by new energy sources
- Electronics and computers
- Communications and Internets

**Analysis of Politics**

The governing sign “5-Yellow”, plus the central trigram “Earth-Mountain Humble” indicate that the world would once again become unstable. There would be many power struggles. USA would re-focus more on South-East Asia. However, problems in Middle East would split its efforts.

Canada

Its overall direction would help to reap good results. Its economic progress would top most western countries. Besides its political stability, its relations with third world countries continue to improve.

USA

It may re-use its 1960-70 international policies to enter the Pacific region. However, its internal economic situation may prove to be a retardant for the process.

China

There would be new policies to return to the fundamental value of the country. It would become the leader of many developing countries, especially Africa. There would be quite a lot of natural disasters, such as drought, flood and earthquakes.

Hong Kong
Hong Kong is in the learning center for this year. There would be outstanding scholars. However, there would be a lot of controversies related to education. Hurricanes and flooding would be plentiful too.

Taiwan

There would be continuous political arguments. There could even be political scandals. Nonetheless, Taiwan’s relationship with mainland China would continue to improve.

Japan

It is at the “Triple-Conflict” and “Argument” center. There would be political turmoil once again, both inside and out. Perimeter land ownerships would become big issues.

Korea

Economically, it would do very well & much better than most countries. Conflicts between South and North Korea may not be as severe as previous years.

Other Southern Countries

Countries such as India, Africa and Australia may enjoy some political stability but would be very hot and subject to many fire problems.

Other Western Countries

Many countries in Southern Europe would continue to suffer from their economic fallouts. Some may even threaten to pull out of EU. However, those in Northern Europe would be much more stable.

Middle East

This would be the most volatile region in the world for this year. They had to go through much political turmoil and natural disasters such earthquakes. Battles, if not wars, would continue.

Russia

Economically, Russia would do well. Gradually it would try to claim ownership of areas in the Arctic Circle and North of Japan.

**Analysis of World Economy**

The governing sign “5-Yellow” and its flying star sign of “Earth-Mountain Humble” may force the world to go through more tests. The world may tend to take a more conservative mode in many policies.
CHINA’s economic growth may slow down to around 8%. There would be advances in both North-Eastern China and Xinjiang’s development.

JAPAN suffers from the effect of “Triple Conflict”. Its electronic businesses may be badly influenced. There would be recalls of automobiles. Although Japan’s overall economy remains strong, its growth would be much hindered.

KOREA is at the “Wealth Center” this year. Samsung and Hyundai would continue to lead its economic advances. Its electronic sector, such as cellular phones and related items, would take a modified approach to combat Apple, thus confirming its number 2 position in the world electronics.

INDIA may suffer from its natural disasters, thus limiting its growth to about 3%.

USA’s economic recovery may have to go through some more stumbling blocks. Its astronomical debt and deficit prove to be a tremendous burden for the country. Both automobile and real estate sectors may prove to be the savior of its economy.

CANADA would continue to benefit from its influx of immigrants, especially those from China and Middle East. Its major bases continue be in the sectors of energy, natural resources and land development.

RUSSIA’s economy continues to be less affected by the rest of the world. It would continue to grow at a healthy pace.

EUROPE will once again confront new economic issues. Even leading countries such as Germany and France would run into trouble. Many countries’ leadership would run into great tests.

Central BANK interest rates would continue to stay low, world-wide.

**Canadian Economy**

- Fiscal deficits would be under better control at all levels of governments
- Interest rates will stay low and prime rates will fluctuate between 2-4%
- Can $ would be more or less at par with the US dollar.
- TSX should fluctuate between 12,000 and 13,000 points
- Corporations would continue to be leaner and meaner with consolidation and centralized control
- Many US companies would continue to consolidate, but with lesser delinquencies
- Many merger activities especially in the hi-tech sector
- Competition among all businesses will be more fierce than before
- Some economic growth (1% to 3%)
- Unemployment rate improves a little (6-7%)
Analysis of World Climates

There would be many natural disasters and irregular weather patterns. This could be a record year for the number of earthquakes. USA, in particular, would have many tornados in its Midwest region. Southern regions would be very hot and prone to fires. Hurricanes would be plentiful in South-East regions. North-Eastern regions would be more prone to earthquakes, including North Eastern China, Japan and Quebec (Canada). Flooding would occur in North and North-Western regions.

Analysis of World Health

Most illnesses could be due to food sources. Contagious illnesses related to the respiratory system would be common. The illness source would tend to be in the Central and South-Western regions.

PROJECTION FOR THE WORLD STOCK MARKETS

- February: Negative
- March: Negative
- April: Positive
- May: Negative
- June: Negative
- July: Positive
- August: Positive
- September: Positive
- October: Positive
- November: Positive
- December: First half negative; second half positive
- January (2013): First half negative; second half positive

Conclusion

The driving force of our planet Earth is continuous transformation of Yin (negative) and Yang (positive) energies and cycles. By knowing the rules of nature, we can avoid many pitfalls and have better chances to succeed. Hence I shall share these predictions with my readers around the world for reference and guidance.
E. HOROSCOPE PERSPECTIVES


Although the Snake person is into a year of conflict, especially for health, there are lucky signs to help out. Just beware of volatilities.

**WORK**  You would do very well in businesses dealing with people, such as public relations, performance, acting, singing, entertainment. You also favor to be in the healing sector. However, gambling and speculations are bad for you.

**WEALTH**  Your wealth is related to people contacts and relations. The harder you work, the more you make. Stay away from gambling.

**RELATIONS**  Your relations tend to be better outside your home than inside your family. There may not be many romances. Getting married this year is not advised.

**HEALTH**  You are prone to many small ailments, including accidents. Drive carefully. Avoid surgeries. Exercise more.

Highlights of Snake of Individual Years

- **2001**  This is a good year for your studies. Your relation with friends is good. Beware of your energy level. Rest more.
- **1989**  The harder you work, the more you get. You would have people helping you.
- **1977**  You may have to endure instabilities in whatever you do. Do not change jobs. Be conservative. Beware of betrayals.
- **1965**  You may feel exhausted. Stay low, work hard. Stay out of trouble.
- **1953**  You just reach the life cycle of age-60. Pay more attention to your health. Exercise more vigorously. You would have lucky signs and will be safe.
- **1941**  You may feel sad – out of nowhere. Try to make more friends. Do more charity and voluntary work. Stay happy.

* * * * * * * * * * *


This is a year of romance for you. You would also have many helpful signs. You would
be spiritual. There is a year for you to make major decisions and to solve major issues. Lady horses would fare even better than the male ones.

**WORK**
If you are in the entertainment business, you would do marvelously. If you are a movie star or singer, this may be your breakthrough year. You also favor to be in a spiritual sector, such as religions. People oriented business sector is good for you.

**WEALTH**
Your wealth would be stable and usually as the result of people relations. Do not gamble or speculate. You fare better with your name than money.

**RELATIONS**
There would be plenty of romances. If you are still single, consider marriage. If you are married, be careful of extra-marital relations.

**HEALTH**
You are healthy and full of energy. However, do not overwork yourself.

Highlights of Horse of Individual Years

- **1990** You have too many ideas and may have trouble focusing. Beware of accidents.
- **1978** You tend to mix with the wrong people. You may even be belligerent. Hence beware of jealousy. Keep a low key and be practical.
- **1966** You had to work hard to get results. Most things may begin with some difficulty before they become easy for you.
- **1954** Your energy level may not be able to follow your ambitions. Take it easy.
- **1942** You have many new ideas and still want to progress further. What a work horse!
- **1930** You still have plenty of energy. Get engaged in more social and community activities. You will be well liked.

*SHEEP 1991 1979 1967 1955 1943 1931*

You would love to travel or even move. You favor things with lots of actions. However, you also tend to be very spiritual. This is truly a Yin and Yang year for you.

**WORK** You favor to be in a spiritual business, such as religions or philosophy. Writing is good for you. You are also good in business to do with burial
such funeral homes and cemeteries.

**WEALTH** Your wealth would be stable, not many up’s and down’s. Do not gamble or speculate.

**RELATIONS** There may not be too much romance. Enjoy your stable relation. Being in peace is a great fortune.

**HEALTH** You may encounter many small ailments. Rest well and exercise well.

**Highlights of Sheep of Individual Years**

- **1991** You are prone to accidents. You also have too many thoughts about things. Drive carefully. Stay focused on what you are doing.

- **1979** There would be volatilities. Take things one step at a time. Be conservative.

- **1967** You had to work hard to make money. Your effort and your income go hand in hand.

- **1955** You would travel a lot. You would more on your reputation rather than money.

- **1943** Take more care of your health, especially your kidneys, spleen and stomach. Rest and exercise more.

- **1931** There could be death in the family. Try to look at life more openly and optimistically. Make more friends.

* * * * * * * * * * * *


On one hand, you connect with this year. On the other hand, you may run into conflicts with the year. Be careful of legal and people conflicts, especially relations with your close ones. Things may seem to be volatile. Fortunately, your finances look good.

**WORK** You favor to be in a position of power. There are chances for promotion. If you are self-employed, expand your business. Beware of people conflicts. Try to do things on your own.

**WEALTH** You would have many ways to make money. Buying and selling is good for you.

**RELATIONS** You relations may not be too stable. You may even feel lonely at times. Try to understand people more. Be loving.
HEALTH  Your overall health is good. Beware of accidents. Drive carefully.

Highlights of Monkey of Individual Years

- 1992  This is a lucky year for you. Both your studies and your work would be outstanding.
- 1980  You would enjoy this year. There would be promotions. Your work is stable.
- 1968  This is a connecting year for you. Hence you would encounter many opportunities. Be prepared to work hard.
- 1956  Most things you do would begin with difficulties before they become easy.
- 1944  Be conservative. Take things one step at a time. Take good care of your health.
- 1932  The older you get to, the stronger you become. You would have a lot of friends. Get more involved in social activities.


The rooster and snake connect. Hence this is a great for you. There would be opportunities for both money and authority. However, be careful of people jealous of you.

WORK  You favor to be in management. You would be in the business of investment and trading. Promotions are likely. If you are self-employed, consider expansion.

WEALTH  Your income looks good, especially as the result of outstanding people relations. Still you do not favor speculative income.

RELATIONS  Your people relations are great. If you are single, consider marriage. If you are married, be careful of extra-marital affairs. You would make a lot of new friends.

HEALTH  You have a lot of energy. Do not abuse your health.

Highlights of Rooster of Individual Years

- 1993  This is your lucky year. You would make many new friends. Both studies and work would go well for you.
• 1981  You would have plenty of help from your friends. New opportunities are abundant. Move higher!

• 1969  You would encounter volatilities in your work. You may feel a bit burnt out. Beware of backstabbing by some people. Luckily, your finances remain ok.

• 1957  You would be busy. You may even over work yourself. Rest well and exercise more.

• 1945  Overall you are fine. Since your energy level may not allow you to do everything you want, so take it easy.

• 1933  The older you get to, the more energized you seem to be. You may even be like a young fellow.

* * * * * * * * * *


You have money signs this year. Your romances are good too. Nonetheless, you may be prone to accidents and bleeding. Take it easy and take your time when doing things.

**WORK**  You favor to be in businesses dealing with blood, such as surgeon, butcher, soldier or police. You also favor to be in management.

**WEALTH**  Your income is directly proportional to your authority. Without authority, your income would just be flat.

**RELATIONS**  If you are married, you and your spouse would very loving. If you are single, consider marriage. In dealing with people, beware of your tempers and forcefulness.

**HEALTH**  Other than accidents, your health is good in general.

**Highlights of Dog of Individual Years**

• 1994  Your impatience may hinder your studies. Focus on your work or studies.

• 1982  You would be well helped by friends of opposite gender.

• 1970  The harder you work, the more you get. Helping the others would also give you good rewards.

• 1958  You may run into many stumbling blocks in the way. Have a steel will.
You would get through your hardship.

- 1946  Most things would begin with difficulty before they become easy. Be conservative. Take good care of your health.

- 1934  Your health may go downhill. Take care of your liver, lungs and bowels. Rest well and exercise well.

* * * * * * * * * *


You are opposite to the year snake. It would easy for you to lose money. Hence you should refrain from gambling and speculations. You do have a lucky sign with you which may get you out of trouble time and again. This is a very mobile year for you. You should move around more rather than sit behind the desk.

**WORK**  You favor businesses to do with mobility, such as trading, travel or logistics. Also good for you are spiritual endeavors such as religions and philosophy.

**WEALTH**  Money may come and go easily. Hence you must not gamble or speculate. Indeed, the more mobile you are, the more money you can make.

**RELATIONS**  You may have a sentiment of loneliness. Forget about getting married this year. To deal with friends, be plain and non-materialistic.

**HEALTH**  You may have many small ailments and prone to accidents. Take it easy. Rest well and exercise well.

**Highlights of Boar of Individual Years**

- 1995  You may need extra effort at work and studies. You must focus in order to succeed.

- 1983  For most things, you may need to lose before you gain. Your relation with young people is good. If you are female and married, it is easy for you to conceive a child.

- 1971  There would be lots of changes. Opportunities to travel are also plentiful. You should do very well in trading.

- 1959  There would be many stumbling blocks. You need to find your lucky signs to help you. Otherwise, stay put and be conservative.

- 1947  You have very dominant travel signs. Hence the more you travel and the harder you work, the more money you can make.
You should have retired by now. Enjoy your retired life. Don’t argue with other people. Find your happiness from spiritual endeavors.

* * * * * * * * * * * * *


There is an old Chinese saying: “Snake and rat share the same den”. This indicates a lot of similarities before the two signs. Hence they either make best friends or worst enemies. Anyways, this is a good year for the rat. You should do well in jobs to do with authority, logic or analysis.

**WORK**

You would do well in analytical work, such as teaching, computers, accounting and engineering. Creative or design businesses, such as writing, arts, performance, may not be good for you.

**WEALTH**

You would achieve a good name, but may not be your money wealth. Enjoy your newly earned reputation.

**RELATIONS**

Your people relation would be peaceful. Being plain and flat may be the secret for friendships to last.

**HEALTH**

You are generally healthy. You also have plentiful of help to keep you in good shape.

**Highlights of Rats of Individual Years**

- **1996**
  Although most work would begin with some hardship, you should still manage to pass with flying colors.

- **1984**
  Your energy may be too low to follow your mind. Stay your course, be persistent. You could then reach your goal.

- **1972**
  This is a prosperous year for you. Expand and expand. You should stay mobile. Buying, selling and international trading are all good for you.

- **1960**
  You would do very well with your opposite gender people. If you are in a woman’s product business, you should do very well.

- **1948**
  You would meet with many new work and investment opportunities. There would be hard work. Take good care of your health.

- **1936**
  Your health may go up and down. Don’t over work yourself. Rest well. Exercise well. Enjoy your community work.

Ox and Snake can connect very well once a rooster person is involved. Otherwise, you must work harder. There would be instability and low efficiency. Your sense of arts is high.

WORK You would do well in a design-oriented business, such as architecture, fashion design, landscaping and music. You may not do as well in analytical ones, such as computers, mathematics and engineering.

WEALTH Your wealth is somewhat weak. You should not speculate. Hard work and more personal involvement is your key to success.

RELATIONS You may feel lonely, but very spiritual.

HEALTH Beware of accidents and surgeries. Drive carefully. Watch out sharp objects.

Highlights of Ox of Individual Years

- 1997 Your achievement would be the result of your hard work. There may not be much romance to expect.
- 1985 Beware of accidents and bleeding. Drive carefully. Stay from arguments and belligerence. If you are married, it would be easy to conceive a child.
- 1973 You would receive much help from your peers and friends. Your people relations are good. You would find easy to break through your difficulties.
- 1961 You may have to go through many up’s and down’s. There would be surprises. Just be patient and observe more before you take action.
- 1949 Beware of people problems. Try to do things on your own so that you can control the results.
- 1937 Take good care of your heart and lungs. Rest well. Exercise well.


Tiger is in conflict with the snake. Watch out for controversies, arguments and legal conflicts. However, you do have some lucky signs to help you out in most cases.

WORK If you are in a business to do with talking, such as a lawyer, priest, speaker
or singer, you should do well. You also favor to be a police or in human resource business. If you are in the financial sector, beware of legal issues. Make sure you comply well with the law.

**WEALTH**

Follow the law for making your income, otherwise you may lose more money than what you make.

**RELATIONS**

There may not be too much romance to talk about. You may even run into frequent arguments. However, you relation with people seems to be better outside both your home and your work place.

**HEALTH**

Beware of your liver and gallbladder. Do not over-work yourself. Rest well.

*Highlights of Tiger of Individual Years*

- **1998** You would have plenty of help. Your studies would be good, especially when you focus.

- **1986** Most things would turn easy after some initial difficulties. You even get more help from people of the opposite gender. If you are in the police or army force, you may have a good chance to get promoted.

- **1974** Be conservative. You would experience a lot of resistance if you try to force forward. Take good care of your liver and gallbladder. Watch out some troubles with your relations.

- **1962** You may have to go through some instability before you can really move ahead. At every critical moment, however, you may get some surprise help.

- **1950** The older you get to, the more ambitious you seem to become. Have fun. Enjoy your new ventures.

- **1938** You may have many ailments. Stay calm and don’t force yourself too much. Enjoy company with your children and grandchildren.

* * * * * * * * * * *

**RABBIT**

There is a legal sign associated with the rabbit this year. You should do things within the law. There is a bleeding sign. Beware of accidents and surgeries. However, your speculative money sign is quite strong. As long as you don’t get greedy, you should do well. You would also have lucky signs around you.

**WORK**

If you are in a business to do with the law, such as a lawyer or police, you should do well. If you are a surgeon or butcher, you would do well too.
However, be careful with legal conflicts.

WEALTH Your speculative money sign seems to be quite strong. Hence you would well if you are a stock broker or in the gaming business. However, it would still be unstable. Don’t get greedy and you should be fine.

RELATIONS Your romance sign is not too strong. Don’t expect much romance. Yet your people relations are quite good.

HEALTH Take care of your liver and pancreas. Don’t over-work yourself. Be happy and take it easy.

Highlights of Rabbit of Individual Years

- 1999 Your schooling would be half good, half bad. Beware of accidents at sports.
- 1987 This is a hard working year for you. Use it to lay a good and solid foundation for your future. Learn more. Gain more diversified experiences. Beware of accidents and bleeding. Drive carefully and watch out sharp objects.
- 1975 You would have people helping you. You would a good chance to get promoted. Just work hard.
- 1951 You would benefit through people helping you. You would favor doing more charity work. Your reputation would be good.
- 1939 Beware of surgeries and bleeding. Spend more time to strengthen your health.

* * * * * * * * * *


Dragons tend to mix well with the snakes. They have a lot of things in common. They can even help one another. After last year’s conflict, the dragon person would enjoy a year of joy and wealth. Lady dragons would do better than the male ones.

WORK You would favor to be in businesses to do with healing or entertainment. Spiritual endeavors are good for you too. You do not favor to be in the analytical sector, nor as a soldier, police or lawyer.

WEALTH Your proper income is far better than speculative ones. You should make more money than the past year.
RELATIONS There would be plenty of happy events. If you are still single, consider marriage. Newly married couples should consider getting pregnant. Your overall people relations are good.

HEALTH You may suffer from small ailments such as catching a cold or flu. Hence while you are enjoying this year, also pay attention to your health.

Highlights of Dragon of Individual Years

- **2000** This is a great year for your studies. Your competitions would also do well.

- **1988** You would plenty of lucky signs coming for you. There would chances for promotion. If you want to start a business, this should be a good year for it.

- **1976** Most things would start low and end up high. To smooth things out, perhaps you should consider getting into some partnership in business.

- **1964** This is a year of expansion for you. If you are employed, your boss would like you. If you are self-employed, expand to be more multi-facet.

- **1952** You would have plenty of help from people of the opposite gender. There are many happy events in your family too.

- **1940** You have a year of both connectivity and conflicts. Health should be in your mind. However, you would enjoy many happy events.

* * * * * * * * * * * *